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This clearly written, lavishly illustrated guide to the age-old art of lace-making allows even novices to

fill a treasure chest with lovely tatted designs.Veteran tatting instructor Rozella Linden has included

clear, step-by-step instructions that will help you create simple rings and picots for such projects as

earrings, a small sunflower, and an ice crystal as well as chains for flower pins, a small rosette, a

lacy square, and a snowflake ornament â€” among other designs. Advanced tatters will find

directions for completing elegant projects that include a tatted necklace (which can also be used as

edging), an oval doily, a fancy snowflake, and a delicate table mat.Over 65 drawings and photos

enhance this collection of easy-to-do but very attractive patterns that will not only inspire and delight

anyone interested in this intriguingly beautiful craft but also enable even beginning tatters to create

treasured possessions of exquisite handmade lace.Â 
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I am a beginner, and this book really helped me to progress to shuttle-and-second thread tatting.

Other books are kind of stuffy and hard to understand. The only complaint I might have is that the

author doesn't introduce slightly more complicated tatting charts using 2 shuttles, but this book is

definitly enough to get you started!

I was able to learn how to tat from the book, and I knew nothing about tatting.



What a wonderful starter book! It is not too complex and not too simple. The instructions are very,

very simple to understand. I use these books for my students when teaching my class! What a find!!!

They came fast and well packaged. They were brand new and beautiful. They even get into adding

beads! Wonderful! I need more! =D

Lovely patterns. Although I am a beginner in needle tatting, this is a shuttle book, but I was able to

interpret the directions OK. I found some typos and some of the directions leave out steps, it seems

to me, but overall I am pleased with the purchase. Photos are black and white but clear enough for

a beginner. The CAD-drawn illustrations lack detail and I found some errors, but upon combining the

photo, the schematic, and the written instructions, and a practice round or two, I got it.

I'm teaching myself to needle tat and have found this book easy to read and understand. It has

some nice patterns.

This book came promptly and has proven usefull in my trying to teach myself to tat. I recommend

this book.

I never heard about tatting until last week and I searched for a book that can show me illustrations

on how to do tatting. This book is easy to follow and I can recommend this to any newbie in tatting. I

think I found a new adiction :-)

I don't know if this is a good book for beginner's, but I learned to tat from my grandmother a

millinium ago, and this is a great refresher to allow me to pick it up.
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